Affidavit Erasmus+
Green Travel

Student name: _______________________________________________________

Home institution: Johannes Kepler University Linz

Host institution and host country: _______________________________________

I hereby confirm that during my Erasmus+ stay I have travelled both directions (outbound journey and return trip) at the beginning and end of my stay in an environmentally friendly way (train, bus, car sharing, bicycle, ...). Therefore, I am entitled to the one-time top-up in the amount of 50 € for “Green Travel”¹

Main means of transport:

☐ train  ☐ bus  ☐ car sharing  ☐ others: _______________________________

The receipts and proofs must be kept until one year after the end of the stay.
Random checks will be carried out.
In the event of a check, I can submit all receipts or proofs immediately. I acknowledge that incomplete or false information will lead to the reclaim of the top-up.

All information provided is true and correct

Name: __________________________________________________________________

Location and date: _______________________________________________________

Signature:

¹ The top-up has already been considered in the calculation of the total grant.